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Central to the project is a Timeline which provides a framework from which a series of 
documents examine various aspects of the story. 
 
Each component is available as a stand-alone module to be adapted for use on Displays, 
Posters, Signs, Pamphlets, Booklets, Educational Materials, and Website components. 
 
Each component comes with a resource file containing high-resolution copies of photos, 
maps and other images used in the article. 
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 A Short History of The Grand Trunk Pacific 

 

   
The Grand Trunk Pacific – A Short History 
 The busy Canadian National Railway line, which passes through the Municipality of Daly carries both freight and passengers from coast to coast. The re-introduction / or relocation of the passenger depot from Brandon North to the Town of Rivers has put that town back on the map of important railway towns.  The line has its origins with the Grand Trunk Pacific, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Grand Trunk Railway, which established the Town of Rivers as a divisional point on its new line in 1908.  At that point The Grand Trunk Railway was a well-established successful company, it had completed a line between Montréal and Toronto in 1856, then expanded rapidly through takeovers and new construction. It built the Victoria Bridge over the St. Lawrence River at Montréal, a bridge over the Niagara River and a tunnel under the St. Clair River at Sarnia. By the 1880s it had lines from Chicago to the Atlantic coast, and ranked among the largest railway systems in the world.  As the twentieth century approached railway operations in western Canada were under the control of the Canadian Pacific, which in 1885 had completed its cross-
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country line, and by the Canadian Northern which had begun the start of a second transcontinental. The Grand Trunk had missed an opportunity to expand westward in the 1880's when the Canadian Government was actively seeking bid for the construction of a transcontinental line.   The R.M. of Daly was without any rail connection until, 1902 when the Great Northwest Central Railway built a line from Forrest to Lenore. The new villages of Bradwardine, Wheatland, Pendennis and Carnegie were established on that line. All of these names except Carnegie were already on the map as Post Offices but locations were changed.  In 1903 the Grand Trunk established a subsidiary, the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, to build a line from Winnipeg to the Pacific. This Canadian company was incorporated by act of the Dominion Parliament, 24 Oct. 1903 (The National Transcontinental Railway Act).  It was a time of seemingly endless prosperity and growth, and its creation was encouraged by the newly-elected Liberal government of Sir Wilfred Laurier at the urging of Sir Charles Rivers-Wilson, Chairman of the Grand Trunk Railway.    The line was constructed using loans provided by the Government of Canada. The company had a mandate to build west from Winnipeg, Manitoba to the Pacific coast at Prince Rupert, British Columbia. East of Winnipeg, the federal government would build the National Transcontinental Railway (NTR) across Northern Ontario and Quebec, 

   New York Times, Dec. 7, 1902 crossing the St. Lawrence River at Quebec City and ending at Moncton, New Brunswick. The conceptual plan was to have GTR operate both GTPR and NTR as a 
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single transcontinental railway, competing with the Canadian Northern Railway (CNR) and Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR).  This second Canadian transcontinental rail route would feature a terminal on the Pacific that would actually be nearer to Asia than was the existing terminus of the C.P.R. at Vancouver. It was to follow one of the routes surveyed by Sandford Fleming much earlier for the first transcontinental line and rejected. The original survey ran from Winnipeg to Port Simpson at the end of the Portland Canal, which formed part of the boundary between British Columbia and Alaska.   Under Charles M. Hays, the Grand Trunk's energetic general manager who also became Grand Trunk Pacific's president, the new company pushed its line west.   Construction began on the Canadian Prairies in 1905, the year that the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan were established with the first sod turned near Carberry, Manitoba on August 29. Construction proceeded west to Saskatoon, Saskatchewan in 1907, Edmonton, Alberta in 1909, and through Jasper, Alberta into Yellowhead Pass crossing the Continental Divide in 1910-1911. The last spike ceremony heralding completion of the rail line across the prairies, and through the Rocky Mountains to the newly constructed seaport at Prince Rupert, British Columbia was held one mile east of Fort Fraser, British Columbia on April 7, 1914.  

  The Rivers/Daly area in 1915  
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 In 1907 the Grand Trunk Pacific entered the municipality from the east with stations at Levine and Myra, and most importantly, a divisional point and major town at Rivers.  The above map, from 1915, shows the two lines crossed the municipality at the height of railway development.  In 1910, the company also built a dock in Seattle, the Grand Trunk Pacific dock, which was the largest dock on the west coast at the time it was built. On July 30, 1914, the dock was destroyed by fire.  Passenger service was inaugurated in 1910.  In Manitoba villages with either sidings or stations were created in alphabetical order, starting just west of Portage la Prairie with the siding known as Arona and continues with Bloom, Caye, Deer, Exira, Firdale, Gregg, Harte, Ingelow, Justice, Knox, Levine, Myra, Norman, Oakner, Pope, Quadra, Rea and Stenberg. The next two letters are reversed, so Uno comes before Treat, while Victor concludes the sequence in Manitoba.  

 The Grand Trunk Pacific was a widely anticipated and vigorously debated attempt to create a new trans-continental rail line. It was optimistically pursued and for a relatively short time a very influential factor in the development of Western Canada. This vital connection to the rest of the country forever changed life in Rivers and area. 
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 Rivers was just the right distance from Winnipeg to be designated as a divisional point. It would require a large station, a roundhouse and a host of storage, maintenance and house facilities.  

  Rivers Roundhouse and Yards  The GTP proved to be controversial for Hays as he was criticized for various decisions, such as choosing Prince Rupert as the Pacific terminus, underestimating Mackenzie and Mann's competing CNR system, and committing the entire Grand Trunk company to the GTP project. Hays's zeal to pursue construction of a well-engineered mainline in lieu of developing a network of branch lines for feeding local traffic proved to be a considerable hurdle as well.  The railway, although located in a more northerly latitude than any of the existing transcontinental lines, passes through elevated territory in a lower altitude, considerably lessening the cost of operation, The line crosses the extensive region of the Canadian northwest, which is enormously rich in agricultural and mineral products.  As president of the Grand Trunk, Hays committed to competing with the CPR in a number of other areas, namely shipping and hotels. In fact Hays died while returning from a visit to England to Canada where he was scheduled to attend the 26 April 1912, grand opening of the Château Laurier Hotel in Ottawa, Ontario. Hays had chosen to return from England on the maiden voyage of the ocean liner RMS Titanic, which struck an iceberg south of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland the night of 14 April and sank.  Not long after Hays' death, the Grand Trunk reneged on its agreement to operate the federally owned National Transcontinental system east of Winnipeg, and the Grand Trunk soon faced financial ruin over its decision to build and operate the GTP west of Winnipeg, particularly after the First World War caused traffic on the prairies to decline precipitously. 
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 Despite some advantages the GTPR had not immediately realized the traffic potential they had predicted. The CPR occupied the more populous southern route in the prairies through Regina, Saskatchewan and Calgary, Alberta to Vancouver, British Columbia and was using land grants provided by the federal government as well as government incentives to draw immigrants and businesses to settle along its route. GTR did not have a coordinated marketing plan, and efforts at further settlement were disrupted by the First World War.   By 1919 it was obvious that the GTPR was not paying its way. The financial strain broke on March 7 when GTR defaulted on repayment of construction loans to the federal government, whereby the GTPR was nationalized and taken over by a Board of Management operating under the Department of Railways and Canals while legalities were resolved. On July 12, 1920 the GTPR was placed under the management of Crown corporation Canadian National Railways (CNR) and in 1923 was completely absorbed into the CNR.  While the Grand Trunk Pacific may not have been successful as a National enterprise, locally it was an important stimulus to the economy, a convenience to the citizens, and an influential factor in the lifestyle of the region. The Town of Rivers owes not only its very existence to the railway, but as great deal it character and success came directly down those rails.    
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The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway in Rivers Manitoba 
 

  A Timeline 
 
The story of the Town of Rivers is so closely tied to the story of the Grand Trunk Pacific that a timeline outlining that railway’s history also tell the story of the town 
 
The dates and activities have been presented in a decade-by-decade format, 
which allows us to relive the past through the lens of the flow of time. 
  1903 
 In the spring of 1903 a headline in the Brandon Daily Sun read: “G.T. President is Coming West: Sir Charles Rivers-Wilson will visit Manitoba and Inspect the Canadian Northern .” Few details were provided.  
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  Brandon Sun, May 19, 1903  Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca  A few weeks later the headline in the Sun read: “Will Grand Trunk get Can. Northern?” The speculation was that two additional transcontinental lines were “not pushed forward at once.” And that amalgamation was the solution.  
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  Brandon Sun, May 30, 1903  Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca  
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On July 28, Sir. Wilfred Laurier gave notice of a bill for the construction of a national transcontinental railway. The Grand Trunk Pacific would build the line.  

  Brandon Sun, July 28, 1903  Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca   Later that year The Grand Trunk established a subsidiary, the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, to build a line from Winnipeg to the Pacific.  In October the National Transcontinental Railway Act was passed by Parliament and Charles Melville Hays became heavily involved in supervising construction of the line west of Winnipeg (The Grand Trunk Pacific). While the Grand Trunk agreed to build the line west of Winnipeg, the federal government assumed responsibility for constructing the line from Winnipeg to Moncton, including the infamous and costly Quebec Bridge crossing of the St. Lawrence River, with the Grand Trunk initially agreeing to operate the entire line as a single system.  THE GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.   This Canadian company was incorporated by act of the Dominion Parliament, 24 Oct. 1903, for the purpose of constructing a railroad from Moncton, in the province of New Brunswick, to some suitable port on the Pacific Coast, in the northern portion of British Columbia. It is the joint enterprise of the Canadian government and the Grand Trunk Railway. The route of the line from Moncton to Quebec runs near the northern extremity of the State of Maine; from Quebec the line runs in a westerly direction to a point on the boundary line between the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, south of and near Lake Abittibi, thence in a westerly and northwesterly direction pass ing to the north of Lake Nipigon, to a point in the city of Winnipeg, thence westerly passing Edmonton, and on through the Rocky Mountains to Prince Rupert on the Pacific Coast.     
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1905 
 Construction began on the Canadian Prairies in 1905, the year that the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan were established with the first sod turned near Carberry, Manitoba on August 29.  1906 
 On November 9, under the headline: “RUSH WORK ON GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC” the Brandon Sun reported that, Mr. Morse, vice president and general manager of the Grand Trunk Pacific had clarified some questions about the contract for building the line from Portage to Touchwood.  

  Brandon Sun, November 9, 1903  Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca   1907 
 On April 25, The Minnedosa Tribune reported that, “The Grand Trunk Pacific fired up their first engine on the Lake Superior section yesterday, and commenced switching under their own steam at Fort William.”  The first mention of the new town of Rivers in the media came on July 22 when the Brandon Sun headline declared: “RIVERS WILL BE GOOD TOWN” 
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The article went on to report that the track had proceeded 75 miles west from Portage and that the first divisional point would be called Rivers. “It is expected to be quite a centre.”  

  Brandon Sun, July22, 1907 Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca   In anticipation of the coming rail link, Rivers saw a construction boom even though the building material had to be shipped on CPR to Wheatland or Pettapiece. This photo, taken in 1907 shows quite a collection of building about a year before the first train was to arrive.  

  While this one shows the construction of the McKenzie store that same year.  
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  1908 
 In 1908 a mile-long trestle bridge, the longest of its kind in Western Canada, was completed.   

   A special train arrived carrying GTP Vice-President F.W. Morse who promised a loading platform would be soon built.  The status of Rivers as a divisional point on the new railway is evident in the scale of construction that took place.   Soon a new a two-story depot complete with stood at the foot on Main Street. It was the most impressive railway building in western Manitoba. During the construction of the line it also served as offices for the Engineering Dept.  
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  The Roundhouse and related shops and terminal yards were extensive and employed over 250 men during the busiest period.  On Sept 21, the first GTP passenger service begins between Winnipeg and Wainright Alberta with a tri-weekly timetable in each direction. The Brandon Sun reported on the complete schedule under the heading: GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC NOW IN OPERATION.”  It added that, “There is a train agent on each train who sells tickets, recieves orders for cars required for loading, and attends generally to business at stations where there are no agents.”    

    

  Brandon Sun, September 21, 1908 Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca 
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 Mail for the first time was brought from Winnipeg by GTP on Oct. 5. The town now had service direct from from Winnipeg and via the C.P.R. at Wheatland. 
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 W. Buggey was the first GTP Agent.  The new rail line brought politicians. Clifford Sifton and T.C. Norris of Laurier's Liberal gov't took full credit, with Sifton claiming that the Conservatives had opposed building the line. Conservative candidate T. Mayne Daly came claiming a Conservative government would be committed to the GTP. P6  Executive head Charles Melville Hays and General Manager F.W. Morse also visited.   

  Visiting Dignitaries at the station.  Accidents were quite common. Twenty-two year old Samuel White had one leg severed by a locomotive and later died. The throttle had been defective according to a coroner's which also noted that no ashpit was provided in the Rivers yard for the safety of those who cleaned out locomotive ashpans. The railway company was found guilty of gross negligence.  1909 
 On February 9, the Minnedosa Tribune reported that, “Edson Chamberlain, former general manager of the Canadian Atlantic, succeeds F.W. Morse as general manager of the Grand Trunk Pacific.”   
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A block of GTP land needed for a school was made available for half-price. ($775) and land for the cemetery was donated by the GTP.  

  The newly-completed school  On June 1, through passenger service was implemented - a 12 ¾ hr schedule between Winnipeg and Melville with no stopover needed at Rivers.   Sir Charles Rivers-Wilson, chairman of directors of the G.T.P. visited Rivers with Lady Wilson, Charles M. Hays, and other dignitaries. It was the last visit before Mr. Hays took over as President.  They toured the town and spoke of the possibility of extensions to the carshops.  D.E. MacKinnon began his career with the G.T.P. at Rivers were he stayed until 1913 before moving on and eventually becoming Superintendent of Motive Power with C.N. based in  Transcona. (Winnipeg Evening Tribune, Jan. 31, 1942)   1910 
 The first local G.T.P. carpenter foreman, I.O. Frost, left for Edmonton to supervise work there.   The G.T.P. offered free transportation to men and trees (to be gathered from Eastern Canada) to beautify the town.  
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  By 1910 the business district on 2nd Avenue was expanding rapidly.  There were rumours of branch lines for the GTP – to Brandon to connect with the Great Northern. To Kamsak and to Regina – crossing the CPR at around Elkhorn.  1911 
 In August the Brandon Sun reported that the Grand Trunk Pacific was building a spur into Brandon.   In October it followed up that report with one in October announcing ANOTHER RAILROAD TO CITY OF BRANDON”. The proposed connection between the G.T.P.  line through Rivers and Brandon was a big issue for Brandon. The article does point out the advantage such a connection would bring. Traces of that unfinished initiative are still visible on farmland north of Carberry today.  
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 Brandon Sun, August 11, 1911 Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca   Brandon Sun, August 11, 1911  A strike began against the G.T.P. was declared on Oct. 10 by machinists and boilermakers who sought parity to CP. and CN workers. Objectives included a 9 hour day and a minimum of 45 ½ cents per hour. The conflict escalated and was felt in Rivers, where one altercation between a strike-breaker and a striker ended in gunfire and death.   * See BDS April 20, 1912 for a full report about the incident.  

 

  Brandon Sun, October 10, 1911 Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca  
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 The Winnipeg newspaper, “The Voice”, covered the strike in detail on Oct. 3.   The Brandon Sun on Oct. 18 reported that 100 strike breakers from Montreal had reached Rivers and the new workers would replace those out at various points. It notes that, “The strikers here are orderly, but the bringing in of strike breakers is strongly resented.”  1912 
  The Duke and Duchess of Connaught, youngest son of Queen Victoria, were aboard the first Royal train to pass over Grand Trunk Pacific lines.  A number of shack-shelters were erected near the railroad shops for men who had been living in tents.   

  Construction started on a G.T.P. Freight shed.  The company’s new coal dock was completed.  
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A Rivers man, Robert McIntyre, slipped beneath wheels of moving train and lost both legs.  Engineer Hartnett was accidentally killed at Edson.  Charles M. Hays died while returning from a visit to England to Canada where he was scheduled to attend the 26 April 1912, grand opening of the Château Laurier hotel in Ottawa, Ontario. Hays had chosen to return from England on the maiden voyage of the ocean liner RMS Titanic, which struck an iceberg south of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland the night of April 14th and sank.   

  Brandon Sun, Dec. 6, 1912 Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca   Brandon Sun, Dec. 6, 1912  In December representatives of the G.T.P. strikers, including William Renton from Rivers, met with the Minister of Labour in Ottawa about the strike, which had now lasted 14 months.   
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  Brandon Sun, December, 1912 Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca   
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1913 
 On March 19, The Brandon Sun was still anticipating the connection with the Grand Trunk Pacific, and reporting that service would start on August 1.   On August 2 the Brandon Sun published a letter from Clarence King noting that although the grade was “practically completed” some “tangle to straighten out” was preventing completion of the project. The line was indeed graded from Harte to Currie’s Landing and the piers for a bridge across the Assiniboine were already in place.  

  The Dynes Hotel, later re-named the Shore, then the Alexandra, was constructed in 1913. Its location, right across from the Station, and its distinctive style made it a landmark.   The Rivers Banner noted, “the decision of the Grand Trunk Pacific to locate its B and B department here.”  A yard engine and two cars crashed over the end of the coal dock after the locomotive throttle refused to function, causing serious injuries to brakeman George Hile and forcing engineer Joe Rymal and D.J.D. Ellis to jump for safety.  1914 
 A new steel water tank was built.  
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  Busy railway yards. Photo from the Archives of Manitoba  The GTP line was completed 7 April 1914, at a point 375 miles east of Prince Rupert, and through sleeping car and freight service began 2 Sept. 1914  1915 
 W. Files engineer died when his freight train ran into a gap which – prior to a cyclone -had been the 115 foot high Minnewaska bridge near Uno. For a time GTP trains had to be routed over CPR lines via Minnedosa.   
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Minnedosa Tribune Sept. 9.  Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca  Owing to the inability of the company to operate the line with any hope of financial success, the eastern section, of the GTP, from Winnipeg to Moncton, a distance of 1,994 miles, was turned over to the Canadian government in 1915, and is was operated as part of the government railways.  1916 
 The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company requested the government to take over the line from Winnipeg to Prince Rupert, but this proposal was declined. An offer by the government to advance by way of loan sufficient money to supply any deficiency in the amount required to meet the fixed charges of the Grand Trunk Pacific for a period of (say) five years, "was met by a declination on the part of the company to accumulate further liabilities.”  1917 
 Aug. 29. Howard G. Kelley succeeded Edson G. Chamberlain as President of the Grand Trunk Pacific.  

  Brandon Sun, Aug. 29, 1917 Clip Courtesy: manitobia.ca   Shop worker Robert McGregor was killed when caught up in the pumphouse engine. 
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 Fire destroyed the Train Station in what was termed, “the worst conflagration in the history of this decade-old community.”  Jackie Larkin, a youngster, was struck and killed by a train after wandering on to the trestle.  The new railway station was started in July and finished in September. It was presented to the public with a station restaurant (The Beanery) and waiting room dance.  

  1918 
 Work began on filling in the trestle bridge and rebuilding of the roundhouse and machine shops.  A fire did some damage to the newly built roundhouse.  

   
 Railway Facilities (Photos from The Archives of Manitoba)    1919 
 R.D. Britton became roundhouse foreman. 
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 The railway station, shops, and office were fitted with electric lights.  By 1919 it was obvious that the GTPR was not paying its way. The financial strain broke on March 7 when GTR defaulted on repayment of construction loans to the federal government, whereby the GTPR was nationalized and taken over by a Board of Management operating under the Department of Railways and Canals while legalities were resolved.   1920 
 The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway shareholders accepted an offer by the government to take over the line.  On July 12, 1920 the GTPR was placed under the management of Crown corporation Canadian National Railways (CNR) and in 1923 was completely absorbed into the CNR.  As the transition of ownership proceeded, a GTP arbitration board studying the seniority rights of workers visited River.   June 24: A new daily service to Rivers is announced via the Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian National. Dual ads regarding rail service began to appear.   1921 
 A feature of the G.T.P , the “Joyride”, an “irregular” Company pay car was discontinued in favour of a cheque system handled through the Station Agent. Employees welcomed the change but local missed the extra train.  1923 
 Canadian National Railways agent, A.E. Hedburg arrived.  Improved passenger service was implemented.  A new stores department was built.  The “big fill” started on the longest trestle bridge in Canada.  H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, the future King of England, disembarked from the train and walked the ties for the last mile as it approached Rivers.  1924 
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 In 1924, a portion of the unfilled trestle over the roadway diversion and the river was replaced with a short piece of steel bridging. From east to west, the bridge was comprised of the following: 13 timber bents, deck plate girders (40'+60--40-+60'+40') on steel towers (240 feet long) and 14 timber bents, total length of the bridge was 584 feet. The steel was fabricated and erected by the Dominion Bridge Company.  

  The re-constructed bridge. Photo from The Archives of Manitoba  1930 
 Mrs. Robert Page, the first operator of the station restaurant in 1909, passed away.  1931 
 
The deepening depression saw the railways used as free transportation as men moved 
across the land seeking work. They often disembarked from freight trains at this point; 
hurried calls on local house- holds for handouts were followed by a dash to catch the next 
outgoing transport. On New Year's Day, 1931, one such traveller, a woman travelling 
with her son, while trying to board a moving box-car, slipped and fell beneath the wheels.  
1932 
 J.P. Sproule replaced Percy Neville, 14 – year veteran, as railway locomotive foreman.  1933 
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The depression continued to bring hardship with seventy persons on relief who had formerly been supported by Railway employment.  1934 
 Railway postal clerk W. J. Leslie, who brought the first Grand Trunk Pacific-conveyed 
bag of mail into Rivers, passed away. 
1935 
A tornado destroyed one end of the building in August. 
1937 
 F.C. Pason took over as railway locomotive foreman.  1939 
 For the first time in history a reigning monarch was to visit Canada. In Rivers a royal visit committee was set up to request that the train bearing Their Majesties would stop here. The petition was granted, but the visit was somewhat of a disappointment to the fifteen thousand people who gathered as the King made only the briefest of early-morning appearances to wave from the receding coach platform.  1943 
 The Canadian National Railway power plant which had supplied the community with electricity, ceased to function and the Railway decided not to continue that service. The Manitoba Power Commission took over.  1945  
Each train was eagerly awaited as troops begin to return.  1949 
 Renovations to the roundhouse and the station. For the first time in 40 years “Continental” passengers were afforded a quarter hour stop at Rivers for lunch  
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  Rivers in 1950.  1950 
 CN 9 day strike.  1951 
 Locomotives were being converted from coal to diesel. Liquid fuel tanks were installed in the roundhouse.  

  Steam locomotive at Rivers. Photos from The Archives of Manitoba   At this time 28 crews, 140 men, were employed on the line between Winnipeg and Melville.  25 year old James White lost both legs to a train accident. 
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 1952 
 The longest train in CN history passes through Rivers - 185 pieces of equipment, 2/3 mile long, drawn by dual diesel locomotives on a test run.  A head on crash of two freights occurred on the outskirts of Rivers  1953 
 By mid February diesel power reduced the running time of trains from Winnipeg   to Edmonton by several hours – the time was soon cut by almost a day.  The company pile of steam coal was removed. Freight were checked and on their way in 15 minutes.  In late September a diesel hauled passenger train made a test run from Montreal to Vancouver. By the end of the year the local day yard was shut down.  1954 
 In Mid May 23 men – four roundhouse and 18 car-department employees were terminated.  An old engine well known in the region No. 7398, now refitted with a diesel engine passed through with passengers who had been prevented from boarding a fog-bound TCA Airliner in Winnipeg.  The Edmonton Eskimos Grey Cup Special stopped in Rivers both going to and coming from their victory. Locals gained souvenirs including a piece of a goal post presented to the mayor, Mr. Stratford. Locals still remember the chocolate bars with Edmonton Eskimo wrappers being handed out.   Highway 25 opened to traffic, and the first car accident injury on that road occurred.  1955 
 Rivers is the first place on a main line in Canada to have known coal-burning locomotives, was the last place to see their use.    The meeting of the east-and west-bound Continental trains came to an end with a new CN Cross-Country Passenger service. – the Super Continental. Twelve hours running time was cut from a Montreal – Vancouver trip. 
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 1957 
 Rivers became the central receiving station for messages from Caye to Uno, with the installation of telephone-teletype facilities here  Plans were made to remove the sixty-foot high smokestack landmark above the roundhouse. 
 1960 
 The railway icehouses was demolished. The final steam locomotive passed through the yards. The beginning of two-way radio radio communication between train crews and station dispatchers.  Continental passengers service was reduced to “local” status.      

                                                                          From the Rivers Banner  1961 
 CN Coal Dock demolished, rails that once served the car department and other services were lifted. Roundhouse sold to Rivers Structural Fabricators who  
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1964 
 The crew and star of The Railroader, a short film starring Buster Keaton spent several 
days filming at the trestle bridge.  Mr. and Mrs. Keaton hosted the Mayor and Chamber 
of Commerce at a special dinner and Mr. Keaton made an appearance at the Rex Theatre 
where one of his early films, “When Comedy Was King” was showing. 
  

  Roundhouse being demolished in 1961. Photo from The Archives of Manitoba.   1990’s 
 
In the early 1990's - Rivers Train Station eventually closes its doors completely after a 
gradual decline in services. From a full service depot, to a whistle stop and back to a 
major boarding depot, VIA travelers continue to board or arrive at Rivers depot. 
 
In the late 1990's - Rivers Train Station is designated as a federal heritage site. 
 2006 
 In the fall of 2006 a committee was formed to save and restore the Rivers train station. 
Initiated by the Rivers/Daly Community Development Corporation, the Rivers Train 
Station Restoration Project committee's mission is to restore Rivers Train Station to a 
viable property for heritage preservation and economic development. 
 
In September 2006, for the first time in memory, all trains east and westbound on the CN 
line through Rivers lay quiet for 24 hours as crews made significant upgrades to the 
trestle bridge at Rivers. 
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2007 
 
Volunteers from the Rivers Train Station Restoration Project committee begin cleaning 
up the station as a first step to its complete rehabilitation. 
 2008 
 
September 9, 2008 - The Rivers train 'stationette' officially opens after the closing of 
Brandon North station making Rivers the only boarding station in western Manitoba for 
VIA passengers traveling to points east and west. Close to 2,000 passengers board or 
arrive on VIA at the Rivers depot annually. VIA and the RTSRP committee anticipate 
those numbers to increase. 
 
Present  
 
The Rivers Train Station Restoration Project committee continues to work towards 
restoring the current train station building to be Canada's first 'green' heritage train 
station. The method of restoration will be carried out following the most environmentally 
efficient criteria. Funding for restoration is being made possible through grants, corporate 
and individual support, as well as fundraising. ALL BOARD!  
 
 2009 
The Great Train Trip Giveaway! This fundraiser offered the chance to win a trip for two on VIA Rail's signature Silver and Blue class from Rivers to either Toronto or Vancouver ~ a round trip valued at nearly $5,000.!  2010 
 
The Rivers / Daly Special Places Project, funded by the Heritage Grants Program, 
inventories the historic of the community, including the many sites that relate to the 
railway  
 2011 
 
The Rivers / Daly Pivotal Events Project, funded by the Heritage Grants Program, 
examines the history of the community with a specific look at the Settlement of the area, 
The Effect of the Railway, and the Story of the Rivers Forces Base and catalogues the 
resources, photos and documents that help illustrate that history. 
 2013 
 
The Town of Rivers celebrated its 100th Anniversary with a very successful Homecoming  
on July 2-7. 
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The Rivers / Daly Heritage Website, funded by the Heritage Grants Program, began the 
process of putting all aspects of the Rivers/ Daly story online. An important component 
being the story of the Grand Trunk Pacific and the C.N.R. 
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Rail Beds And Trestle Bridges 
 

  
Building the Grand Trunk Pacific Across the Prairies 

 
Crossing the Prairies: Rail Beds and Trestle Bridges 

 

  
Image 1: The Rivers Trestle (Photo from the Rivers Library Collection) 

 
Railway builders loved the prairies.   Most experienced builders and contractors that came to these plains had experience with the mountains, hills and rolling country of the eastern part of the continent. 
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Some had experienced the challenges provided by the rocky outcrops of the Canadian Shield.   We had the technology to tunnel through mountains, to cross wide deep valleys, and wind a path through, rather than over, hills and other obstructions.   What a railway needs is flatness. A train hates a steep grade, in fact a rise of even 2 metres for every hundred travelled (a 2% grade) is considered unacceptable. The whole efficiency of the locomotive is lost if you have to provide enough power to just step on the accelerator like you would in a car to get over the hill. For the builder, negotiating hills and valleys in such a way that we keep the trains on a low grade add great cost to the process of railway building. That’s why if you look a map you will notice that a rail line is sometimes diverted several miles to avoid the expense of going over a hill.  So when the earliest railway builders arrived on the prairies, say, at Winnipeg, and started travelling west, over those flat plains towards Portage, they must have been quite happy.  But they did have the survey reports, and knew that there were a few challenges ahead.   The job of the surveyor is to select the path of least resistance for the tracks. A walk or bike ride along an abandoned rail line brings this to life. The trail will twist and turn to avoid hills and valleys. The job of the railway construction crew is to take that path of least resistance and work with it.  That means it’s a process of levelling using what came to be known as cuts and fills. For small elevations you cut a path through so that the tracks run through an excavated section lower than the surround ground level. For modest depressions you build up the grade (sometimes using “fill” from the last “cut”).  If the depression involves any sort of waterway you need to allow that water to pass. Small seasonal streams may require only a culvert, larger ones, a bridge.  And that will get you across quite a bit of the prairies.  Finding the “Best Crossing”  Old carpenters will tell you to measure twice and cut once. That wisdom applies manifold to the railway construction business. The measuring is done by a survey.  Long before construction started on Canada’s first Trans-Continental Railway there was extensive surveying in Western Canada. Of course the Rocky Mountain presented the biggest barrier, but one couldn’t afford to make mistakes on the prairies either. 
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The plains were mapped in a general way quite accurately by the Palliser and Hind expeditions in from 1857 – 1860. We knew where the rivers where and quite a bit about elevation, drainage and climate conditions. As early as 1873, formal surveys started plotting possible routes. Many options were presented. Geographic considerations were balanced with political and business considerations and a main route was chosen. Construction started in 1880 and was completed to the coast in 1885.  Nearly twenty years later the Grand Trunk Pacific was planning its competing line. From a business point of view it needed to fill a void not well served by current lines, so its ideal route was generally determined. Local decisions about crossing were also easier to make because of all the surveys already done.    Everyone involved knew exactly what the main challenges were. The first was at the Pine Creek crossing near the hamlet of Firdale, and the second was the crossing of the Little Saskatchewan near the village of Wheatland.  When there is a river to be crossed, a surveyor looks for the place that it can be most efficiently bridged - the best crossing. The search for such best crossings has determined the location of many a town and city as the railways crossed our land.  Designing the Crossing  When faced with a river crossing even after the site is determined there is still an important decision to make.  The Little Saskatchewan is a little river in a big valley, a valley left over from the huge streams that drained the meltwater from the last ice age. There are two accepted ways to cross a deep valley. One is to plot a gentle decline along the edge of the valley, cross the river on modest bridge, then plot an equally gentle climb up the other side. This can take one on quite a detour, and that in itself can be expensive.  Or one can cross at the top by building a bridge from rim to rim of the valley, far above the stream.   The Little Saskatchewan had already been crossed once in this area, by the C.P.R. that extended a branch from Brandon to Lenore, by way of Wheatland and Bradwardine.  A look at the following photos of the C.P.R. Bridge at Cossar Crossing and the current C.N. Bridge near rivers show the difference in height.  The map and Google Earth image shows how the C.P.R used method 1. They twisted and turned to find a low crossing. While the Grand Trunk who originally built the Rivers Trestle in 1908, used a more direct route and a high bridge.  
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Both companies selected virtually the same ”good crossing” – less than a kilometre apart.  

  
Image 2: Cossar Crossing. Photo courtesy the McKee Archives, Brandon 

University 
  

  
Image 3: River Trestle Bridge. Photo courtesy The Archives of Manitoba 
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Image 4: The Rivers region in 1915. 
 Grant’s Cut  Because the contractor chose to build on a fairly direct route spanning the whole 
valley some excavation was requited in the hills south of the trestle to level the 
rail line. The dirt removed to make the cut was used to fill in the original 
trestle, creating a stronger structure and decreasing the fire hazard. A ravine 
was cut with a steam shovel to divert water run-off so the new fill was not 
washed away. The result to this day is known as Grant’s Cut likely named 
after the Resident Engineer in charge of construction along that stretch of 
line. 
 

  
Image 6: The beginning of Grant’s Cut 
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Image 8: Google Earth image showing the CP and Grand Trunk lines 

approaching crossing of the Little Saskatchewan River. 
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Laying the Foundation  
The first trestle was built of wood. A slightly longer and higher bridge built a 
year later at Duhamel, took over 6 million board feet of Douglas Fir, with 
about one third of that going into the piles alone. 
 
Those piles, that end up supporting the full weight of the structure and the 
trains that cross it were sunk deep into the ground. A visible reminder is 
available at the site of the Pine Creek crossing.  The original trestle, was 
replaced by a “big fill” when the bridge was barely a decade old. The following 
photos show the site today. 
 

  
Image 9: The newly built Pine Creek trestle (Photo from the Archives of 

Manitoba) 
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Image 10: The replacement fill is to the left while the old Pine Creek trestle was 

near the centre of this photo. 
 

 

  
Image 11: 

This close-up shows the standing remains of the piles of the Pine Creek Trestle. 
They were sunk deep into the boggy ground. When the trestle was dismantled 
these pile were cut off at ground level and they have been working their way 

slowly out ever since. 
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Building the Structure 
 
The engineering principals and construction procedures were tried and true 
by 1900. 
The Grand Trunk Pacific chose a C.P.R. veteran Horace Haney to supervise 
the building of trestles in the west. Haney had extensive experience in trestle 
bridge construction for the C.P.R., including work in the Rocky Mountains. 
 
 

  
Image 12: Horace Haney and his Granddaughter, Edith Bonner 
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Image 13: Horace Haney (second from the right) and his work crew at Battle 

River (Duhamel Bridge). 
From the collection of W.J. Bonner, Miniota Mb. And donated by his son, John Horace Bonner 

 
 
Working from an appropriately wide base, and supported by the 
aforementioned piles, a series wooden beams called bents, are connected by 
horizontal beams, walers and crossbracing are fastened with bolts to create a 
framework upon which a deck is set and tracks are laid. The format used can 
be seen in all the photos of western trestles, the variables being length and 
height. 
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Image14. Wood Trestle Bridge Construction. From the collection of W.J. Bonner, Miniota Mb. And donated by his son, John Horace Bonner  

 
Along with the massive initial investment, the Rivers bridge, like most railway 
bridges, required considerable ongoing maintenance and upgrades. 
 
In some cases, such as at Battle River (Duhamel Bridge), a crossing was 
abandoned and a track re-routed to a neighbouring track (In that case the 
CNR line was nearby,) In other cases such as Pine Creek a fill replaced the 
trestle. 
 
In Rivers, period improvements were made over a long span of time beginning 
almost immediately. 
 
The filling of the trestle started almost as soon as the trestle was completed. 
This was standard practice as the fill stabilized the whole structure. The 
temporary bents on either approach would have been filled as soon as 
possible. As seen on the big image of the trestle (taken pre-1910—the 
locomotive #507 was renumbered #807 in 1910), the filling has already 
started at both ends of the permanent structure.  
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The bulk of the filling occurred between 1921 and 1922. As one CNR report, 
dated 27 August 1921, stated. "Fair progress is being made on this work 
(Tilling). We are averaging about 1800 cubic yards per day." 
 

  
Image 15. Loading material taken from a fill. From the collection of W.J. Bonner, 

Miniota Mb. And donated by his son, John Horace Bonner 
 
The main filling was done over the course of two seasons. Cars were loaded 
with fill by steam shovel at Grant's cut. A locomotive hauled the loaded cars 
to the bridge site where they were emptied along either side and both ends of 
the bridge. As the height of the embankment increased, the horizontal 
elements of the bridge (walers and crossbracing) were removed. Once the 
embankment reached the level of the deck at the top of the bridge, the fill 
was allowed to settle for one season. The next year the filling was completed 
and the deck was removed. 
 
So, if you dug into the embankment today you would find the vertical parts of 
the bridge (the bents), exactly as they were when the filling started! Even 
though the timbers were untreated, they should be quite well preserved as 
they have not been exposed to the air. 
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The Steel Structure 
 
In 1924, a portion of the unfilled trestle over the roadway diversion and the 
river was replaced with a short piece of steel bridging. The steel was 
fabricated and erected by the Dominion Bridge Company. 
 
In the following years there were ongoing problems with the earth 
embankment, nothing unusual for such a large fill. In the early 1930s, it was 
noted that the embankment was shoving too hard on the end bents of the 
timber approaches, and it was considered necessary to extend the bridge. In 
1937, one bent was added to the west approach and two bents were added to 
the east approach. 
 
Over the years, the timber approaches were replaced. Finally in 1970, the 
timber approaches were replaced with steel. Steel spans and towers similar 
to what had been installed in 1924, were installed at both ends of the existing 
steel bridge, bringing the bridge to the appearance we are familiar with today. 
 

  Image 16. The Rivers Trestle Bride, serving today after many modifications over the years.      
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The Impact of the GTP On Rivers and the R.M. of Daly 
 

   
The Grand Trunk Pacific in Rivers and Daly 
 Setting the Stage 
 The settlement of the Rivers/Daly area began in the late 1870’s. The deep wooded valley of the Little Saskatchewan River was attractive in that it provided ample water as well logs for building and fuel. Until 1879, settlement focused on the new town of Rapid City and the settlement of Odanah (Minnedosa). By 1880, a trickle of settlers approached the district taking the Assiniboine river steamers up the Assiniboine to Grand Valley or Hall’s Landing, near where Hall’s Bridge stands today – north of Oak Lake. The arrival of the railway to Brandon in late 1881, brought increased settlement.  
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  County Council of County of Brandon (1882) BACK ROW – Reeve Pettit of Daly Municipality; Reeve Clegg of Elton Municipality;  Reeve Whitehead of Cornwallis Municipality. FRONT ROW- Reeve Steel of Glenwood Municipality; W.A. Macdonald, County Solicitor (Justice Supreme Court of British Columbia); Reeve Hannah of Whitehead Municipality; J. Weatherall, County Clerk; J.H. Brownlee, County Engineer.     The Rivers area, in its early years, had developed in much the same way as other rural regions of Manitoba. For the first twenty years after farming operations commenced the scattered rural nature of settlement in the area was characterized by various small rural centres. Schools and post offices were the first “community” buildings to appear, while a few churches followed. Soon communities such as Tarbolton, Roseville, and Ancrum evolved around the local church and regional school. These were well known communities without becoming villages. Other communities were identified only by their schools, with Harrow and Hunter being early examples.  The centres of Wheatland and Bradwardine were simply post offices in their early days.  
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  Roseville Mission Hall built in 1884 and shared by four congregations.  Transportation was by foot, ox cart, and horse-drawn wagons. The problems of delivering products to market was a major obstacle to economic development.   

  Feb. 24, 1887 - Brandon Sun.  Before Town Halls, indeed before there were towns, local governments met in houses and got the jobs done.   In 1891, the R.M. of Daly occupied a middle territory between the original C.P.R. main line (1882) to the south and the newer northern line (1885) through Minnedosa and Birtle. Although this presented some hardship, settlement was progressing. 
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  Note the communities of Lothair, Pendennis and Roden, surrounding the region where Rivers was yet to be.  Post Offices, schools and churches and some general stores were established, but no towns were surveyed or built. If names like Roden, Lothair, or Pendennis appeared on early maps it was likely the location of a Post Office that merited inclusion. Nearby centres, first Rapid City, then Brandon served as both markets for produce and outlets for supplies. For over twenty years, surely a record in southwestern Manitoba, no railway crossed the district. Across the province in the early 1880’s speculative or “paper” town were promoted based on supposed assurances that railways would soon appear. In Daly, perhaps such effort would have been overshadowed by the surprising growth of Brandon, right on its southern border. Perhaps having that excellent source of both supplies and markets, available by the second real harvest, allowed for a certain level of contentment. Progressive municipal government as well as active local communities and school district boards, provided the infrastructure and service that settlers needed.   The growth of towns as commercial centres usually happened, with varying degrees of quickness, after the arrival of rail lines.  In 1902, a much-anticipated C.P.R. branch line connected the district to Brandon and the main C.P.R. line. The communities of Carnegie, Pendennis, Wheatland and Bradwardine were created.  
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  Wheatland was the R.M. of Daly’s commercial centre before the arrival of the Grand Trunk Pacific.  The branch was no doubt much appreciated. The accompanying establishment of both retail services and elevators made life easier for everyone. It was progress, but perhaps not a big readjustment in social cultural or economic life. Welcome as this connection was it was the second railway endeavour that would have the largest impact on the economic and social development of the area.   

  By 1902, the Great Northwest Central Railway had built a line from Forrest to Lenore. The new  villages of Bradwardine (1), Wheatland (2) , Pendennis (3) and Carnegie  (4) were established. All of these names except Carnegie were already on the map as Post Offices, but in each case the location was changed as the Post Office moved to the new railway settlement. The Grand Trunk Pacific in Rivers 
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 That development was given a substantially new direction in 1907, when the Grand Trunk Pacific selected the site of Rivers as a stop on their new trans-continental line. The creation of a second line almost paralleling the first brought further important and lasting changes. Whereas the first line was a C.P.R branch connecting to Brandon, the second line was a new transcontinental railway built by the Grand Trunk Pacific and it established Rivers as the important centre of the region.  The decision of the Grand Trunk Pacific to build a line across the prairies, a decision made far away and likely with no thought or concern about local impact, would bring about substantive and lasting change to the R.M. of Daly. The line proceeded parallel to the C.P.R. main line in an almost straight line from Portage La Prairie westward, so close to the competition that no new towns were required until it passed McGregor where the CP line angles slightly southwards. It then sprouted town and villages in regular steps beginning with Firdale and following the alphabet through to Levine. Because it was decades after the first settlement rush, there was no real need for any these villages to progress commercially beyond an elevator or two with a few other retail outlets. But at the crossing of the Little Saskatchewan there was a need for a significant service centre with roundhouse, yards, and other services. A town was required and almost overnight Rivers, named after a director of the Grand Trunk Railway, went from being farmland to a carefully planed and substantial town.   

  Second Avenue during the building boom that followed the arrival of the new rail line.  Photo courtesy the Archives of Manitoba  The implications for the entire municipality were far-reaching. With the establishment of rail service and retail establishments, trips to Rivers replaced trips to Brandon. The nearby settlement of Wheatland on the rival C.P.R. branch line was 
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eclipsed. The railway jobs attracted people from a wide variety of places, broadening the social and cultural makeup of the region.  

  In 1907, the Grand Trunk Pacific entered the municipality from the east with stations at Levine and Myra, and most importantly, a divisional point and major town at Rivers.  The above map, from 1915, shows the two lines crossed the municipality at the height of railway development.  The Grand Trunk Pacific was a widely anticipated and vigorously debated attempt to create a new trans-continental rail line. It was optimistically pursued and for a relatively short time, a very influential factor in the development of Western Canada. This vital connection to the rest of the country forever changed life in Rivers and area.  The arrival of rail lines allowed for much easier shipment of grain and by 1911, these elevators were established and thriving. Aside from grain delivery, the railway was a commercial lifeline in countless ways, while the social implications of this convenient link to the entire nation were far reaching.    
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  This 1917 maps show the available elevators. In the first decade of the twentieth century great strides were made in infrastructure for grain marketing.  The C.N. Years  On July 12, 1920 the GTPR was placed under the management of Canadian National Railways (CNR) and in 1923, was completely absorbed into the CNR. This had little effect on day-to-day operations in Rivers as the C.N. remained committed to maintaining service and upgrading both lines and facilities as needed. The changes that were to come were nationwide changes related to the increased use of the automobile for personal travel and trucks for freighting.   

  This road map from 1930 shows the network of roads. Increased use of cars led to better roads, which led to increased use of cars, and the cycle continues until this day. Before long railway use was declining.  
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  Rail line expansion reached its peak in western Manitoba by about 1915. This 1935 map shows the extent of rail development.  Rail line development reached its peak in the time of WW1 and the first rail abandonment began in 1936. Grain shipment kept elevators and thus rail lines open for a time but with larger truck and even better roads farmers were able to transport grain longer distances. Another factor was the better maintenance of roads – particularly the practice of plowing in the winter.  The result was that, one by one, prairie towns lost, first their stations and passenger services, then freight service, and finally their elevators. This was all part of a more general re-structuring that left the smaller communities less necessary and less viable while concentrating services in larger communities like Rivers. River’s maintained its economic position largely due to the presence of the divisional point established there by the Grand Trunk Pacific and continued by the Canadian National.  The railway provided jobs, both directly and indirectly. It provided a convenient and reliable contact with the rest of the province and the country. Its presence shaped the character of the community in ways that went far beyond mere economics.  If a Prime Minister, a Royal Couple, or even a Championship Grey Cup Team were crossing Canada they might well stop at Rivers. If one needed to visit Vancouver or Montreal the station was right there. If your business needed to make or receive regular shipments from Winnipeg or Edmonton, the service made it easy.  The people who came to work on the railway were from all over the world and brought with them customs and skills that fostered a diversity and acceptance. 
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 The Future  The Golden Age of railway travel may seem to be at an end but with the recent interest in railway as an environmentally sustainable transportation option may bring back the Rivers Station as a transportation hub for a new millennium.  

  The Rivers Train Station Restoration Committee members are dedicated to the Restoration, Renovation & Rejuvenation of the Rivers Train Station to a viable property for heritage preservation and economic development. To ensure the Community & Area have an opportunity to Connect with the Past while creating a Vision for the Future.  The station is a federally designated heritage site.  The method of restoration will be carried out following the most environmentally efficient criteria making this Canada's first 'green' heritage train station!  Funding for restoration is being made possible through grants, corporate and individual support, as well as fundraising.  VIA Rail Canada has sited Rivers as the only boarding station west of Portage la Prairie into eastern Saskatchewan, and between the north and south Manitoba borders.  So the story is not over. It began with the decision by the Grand Trunk Pacific to cross the Little Saskatchewan River here and top create a divisional point. It continued through decades of progress, setbacks, and more progress.   It continues.   
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The Rivers Roundhouse And Shops 
 

   
The Rivers Roundhouse and Shops 
 
In “The Story of Rivers” we learn that in 1908, “Now completed, or in various stages of 
construction, were the mile-long trestle bridge spanning the Little Saskatchewan valley, a 
two-story depot with its Company offices, the roundhouse and shops, the terminal yards. 
And nearby - a mushrooming settlement.” 
As a divisional point of the new Grand Trunk Pacific, the town of Rivers underwent a 
considerable building boom as the Railway began the construction of buildings to service 
and store the many locomotives that would be passing through. By 1909 up to 300 people 
were employed in railway operations. 
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Image 1:  The first roundhouse, under construction.  

Photo courtesy the Archives of Manitoba.  

  
Image 2: Motive-power required constant care and attention, to be kept ready for duties on 

"the road." Above, an engine prepares to move off the turntable.” 
 The most important structure was the Roundhouse.  Roundhouses or Engine Houses are 
large, circular or semicircular structures that were traditionally located surrounding or 
adjacent to turntables. The defining feature of the traditional roundhouse was the 
turntable, which facilitates access when the building is used for repair facilities or for 
storage of steam locomotives. 
Early steam locomotives normally travelled forwards only; although reverse operations 
capabilities were soon built into locomotive mechanisms, the controls were normally 
optimized for forward travel, and the locomotives often could not operate as well in 
reverse. A turntable allowed a locomotive or other rolling stock to be turned around for 
the return journey. 
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Image 3: Workers in the “The Shops”.  

  
Image 4: The Shops  
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Image 5: Some 250 to 300 men were employed in Rivers during the early railroad 

operations at this point. Pictured here are some members of the machine department. 
In 1918 the roundhouse and machine shop were rebuilt and updated. Fire damaged the 
newly completed structure but the building was saved. A tornado destroyed one end of 
the building in August 1935 and a storm buckled part of the roof in July of 1940. But it 
remained a vital part of the railroad operation until the 1950’s when diesel locomotives 
were introduced. These new engines required much less local maintenance. 
 
 

  
Image 6: An aerial view. 
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Image 7:  In 1918 the roundhouse and machine shop were rebuilt  

 

  
Image 8: Another view of the yards.  
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Image 9: A busy workplace.  

  
Image 10: Engine and Coal Dock.  
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Image 11: The modernized roundhouse  

  
Image 12: The modernized roundhouse  
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The Final Years 
 
The era of the steam locomotive was coming to an end in the early 1950’s.  New diesel 
engines were faster and stronger. They didn’t require the types of local maintenance that 
the roundhouse and yards had been providing. For a time these new engines used local 
makeshift facilities in the roundhouse, but soon new liquid fuel tanks replaced the coal 
dock and the roundhouse was no longer vital to operations. 
 
Rivers was still a busy place. No less than twenty-eight crews (one hundred and forty 
men) were operating between this point between Winnipeg and Melville. An average of 
sixty carloads of ballast material were being taken from the railway's gravel pit on a daily 
basis as road beds needed constant attention. 
 
But what we today call “downsizing” was inevitable. In 1954 twenty-three men - four 
roundhouse and eighteen car-department employees - received termination notices from 
the Canadian National.  
Another result of the increasing advances in locomotive technology was that railway 
operations became centralized, and as a result the divisional point was transferred to 
Terrace, and eventually all maintenance was relocated to Prince George, BC and 
Edmonton, Alberta. 
 
In 1958 the railway removed the sixty-foot high smokestack landmark above the 
roundhouse. In 1961 it was sold to Structural Fabricators Ltd. Which opened for business 
in the location the next year. 
 

  
Image 13: The final days  
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Train Wrecks and  Other Mishaps  
 

  
Workplace Safety Through The Years 
 
It was accepted that there were dangers in a railway job. The development of rail 
transportation was part of the much larger industrial revolution that began with the 
invention of the steam engine. These new machines brought new dangers to the 
workplace, and developing safety procedures that took this new technology into account 
were some time coming. 
 
The process of building railways, bridges and other large-scale infrastructure often 
brought workplace accidents. Using and maintaining that infrastructure involved complex 
machinery and time pressure; two things that can get one into trouble. 
 
River, being a busy railway centre, was the site of its share of train wrecks and mishaps 
and accidents. 
 
The first accident on record happened in 1908 when twenty-two year old Samuel White 
had one leg severed by a locomotive and later died. The throttle had been defective 
according to a coroner's inquest which also noted that no ashpit was provided in the 
Rivers yard for the safety of those who cleaned out locomotive ashpans. The railway 
company was found guilty of gross negligence. 
 
In 1912, Robert McIntyre, a River man, slipped beneath wheels of moving train and lost 
both legs. 
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This photo shows some rebuilding on the Rivers trestle, but also seems to involve some 

mishap.  
 
In 1913 a yard engine and two cars crashed over the end of the coal dock after the 
locomotive throttle refused to function, causing serious injuries to brakeman George Hile 
and forcing engineer Joe Rymal and D.J.D. Ellis to jump for safety. 
 
The most serious accident in the Rivers area happened in September of 1915 when a 
tornado took out a portion of the 115 foot high Minnewaska bridge near Uno and W. 
Files the engineer died when his freight train ran into a gap. For a time GTP trains had to 
be routed over CPR lines via Minnedosa. (Minnedosa Tribune Sept. 9.) 
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The wreckage of the Minnewashta Bridge near Uno, in 1915  

In 1917 shop worker Robert McGregor was killed when caught up in the pumphouse 
engine. 
 

   
The Pumphouse today  

In 1917 fire destroyed the Train Station in what was termed, “the worst conflagration in 
the history of this decade-old community.” 
 
In 1919 C. W. Angel suffered painful injuries when an electric magnet capsized in the 
railway yards and fell upon him. 
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The deepening depression saw the railways used as free transportation as men moved 
across the land seeking work. They often disembarked from freight trains at this point; 
hurried calls on local house- holds for handouts were followed by a dash to catch the next 
outgoing transport. On New Year's Day, 1931, one such traveller, a woman travelling 
with her son, while trying to board a moving box-car, slipped and fell beneath the wheels.  
In 1951 25 year old James White lost both legs to a train accident. Also in1951 a head on 
crash of two freights occurred on the outskirts of Rivers, no one was hurt, but the damage 
was dramatic. 
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Labour Unrest On the Grand trunk Pacific 
 

  
Labour Unrest on the Grand Trunk Pacific 
 
The presence of a large-scale employer such as a railway brings a variety of changes to a 
small rural community. Labour unrest is not a copy many small towns are likely to 
experience, but with a national operation such as a railway, what happens in one part of 
the country affects the staff across the land.. 
 
The First Strike 
 
The Grand Trunk Pacific had been in operation on the prairies for only a few years when 
a widespread strike hindered operations. 
 
The strike against the G.T.P. was declared on Oct. 10, 1911 by machinists and 
boilermakers who sought parity to CP. and CN workers. Objectives included a 9 hour day 
and a minimum of 45 ½ cents per hour.  
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Winnipeg newspaper , “The Voice” covered the strike in detail on Oct. 3.  

After a few months, the effects of the strike was beginning to have its effect on the 
community. There were reports of skirmishes at the river between strikers and 
strikebreakers. A leading official of the international association of machinists addressed 
a mass meeting at which local professional men spoke. G.T.P. general manager E. J. 
Chamberlin briefly visited the scene, and then departed. 
Rivers was created by the railway. The workers who came here to work were not entering 
an established town so much as creating a town. They were part of it from the beginning, 
not outsiders brought in to work. For that reason it is likely that the non-railway 
townspeople would tend to side with the workers rather than the management.  
 
That indeed was the opinion of G.T.P. general assistant C. Warman, who was not too 
happy about it. He had this comment (or threat) published in the local paper: "If the 
railway is in trouble, the town usually sides against it. If there is rioting, they are more 
likely to consort with the rioters than with the railway and the authorities endeavoring to 
preserve the peace...Retention of the shops at Rivers or at any other terminal of the Grand 
Trunk Pacific may depend in no small measure upon the attitude of the people who 
inhabit these terminal towns." 
 
There were bound to be some disputes. IN one case some striking workers took alternate 
work painting and that was not well received by those already engaed in that work. 
But he more damaging effects of the strike might never have reached this small town 
except for the introduction of strike breakers from the outside. 
 
The Brandon Sun on Oct. 18 reported that 100 strike breakers from Montreal had reached 
Rivers and the the new workers would replace those out at various points. It notes that, 
“The strikers here are orderly, but the bringing in of strike breakers is strongly resented.” 
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The report was an exaggeration as only about ten boilermakers and two machinists were 
sent to Rivers, but as one might expect there were a few incidents. 
 
'One of the Strikers' in the local press commented that, "we could not have called a strike 
at a better time. The Company's power is now in deplorable condition. Of course, the 
public is suffering and we are sorry for the public. . .Strike-breakers do not know the 
meaning of truth. . . "  
These sorts of exchanges were to be expected, but the small close-knit community no 
doubt expected little more in the way of drama. That made it all the more shocking when 
one altercation between a strike-breaker and a striker escalated into gunfire and death.  It 
seems that a strike breaker, when confronted by a striker, produced a pistol, and in the 
scuffle that followed shots were fired killing on and injuring another. (See The Alston 
Murder Trial).  
 
But that was certainly the exception, and for the most part the town weathered the storm 
by waiting it out. 
 

  
Brandon Sun, Oct 18, 1911 

 
 

  
The Voice, Oct 13, 1911 

 
 
It took some time, and over a year had gone by before the end was in sight. In December 
of 1912 representatives of the G.T.P. strikers, including William Renton from Rivers, met 
with the Minister of Labour in Ottawa about the strike, which had now lasted 14 months. 
It was settled shortly afterwards, with the strikers gaining most of their demands.  
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The Winnipeg General Strike 
In 1919 at the time of the Winnipeg General Strike the neighborhood railroaders quit 
work in a body. Another ex-minister of the gospel and now a labor leader, James 
Woodsworth, spoke at a meeting arranged by local unions - this just prior to a riot in the 
provincial capital. No violence, however, marred the Rivers scene and the dispute was 
settled quickly. 
The 1950 Strike 
In 1950, for the third time in the community’s history a nation wide strike shut down the 
shops, freight shed, depot and station restaurant and telegraph. In the roundhouse lay idle 
a solitary locomotive, the yard engine: and while highway conveyances delivered the 
necessities of life. The strike lasted nine days. 
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The Alsford Murder Trial 
 
 

  
 
 The Alsford Murder Trial 
 
In late 1911, the effects of the ongoing strike by Grand Trunk Pacific employees was 
having its effect on the community. There were reports of skirmishes at the river between 
strikers and strikebreakers. A leading official of the international association of 
machinists addressed a mass meeting at which local professional men spoke. G.T.P. 
general manager E. J. Chamberlin briefly visited the scene, and then departed. 
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And then just one week after a strikers' petition to the minister of labour (asking that 
measures be taken to end an acute situation) had been circulated locally - the community 
was shocked by the shooting of Arthur Alsford, and a striker named Jack Gribben, which 
took place at the Cecil Hotel on December 20. A strike-breaker known as Alf. Smith, was 
to be charged with murder. 
 
Mr. Smith reportedly had, without provocation, began firing a revolver. The striker was 
hit in the stomach while the porter received groin wounds. Smith, himself, sustained a 
skull fracture. 
 
Arthur Alsford, husband and father, veteran of the South African war, died in Brandon 
hospital on Christmas Eve, and coroner's jury found he had come to his death as the result 
of a bullet wound received from a revolver in Smith's hands.  Rivers band attended the 
funeral service held in the Anglican church.  Friends and union members followed the 
cortege to the cemetery in 30-below weather. Boilermakers and machinists raised funds 
with which to assist the stricken family and the efforts of the Somerville family to ease 
the blow received community commendation. 
 
In the spring of 1912, Jack Gribben returned from hospital after being relieved of a bullet 
located above his hip-bone (a second such missile having been found - after passing 
through the man's body - in a hip-pocket) about the time Alfred Smith went on trial for 
the murder of Arthur Alsford. 
 
Mr. Alsford was a former boiler maker’s helper at the GTP shops in Rivers, who had left 
that job prior to the strike. He belonged to the Boiler Maker’s Union. There were about 
90 members of that union and they had about a dozen on picketers on duty at the time. 
 
The incident arose out of tensions surrounding the Grand Trunk Pacific strike and the use 
of strikebreakers in Rivers and other locations. The strike had of course caused the usual 
hard feelings and division in the community. 
 
There were allegations that strikers had intimidated strikebreakers. There were 
accusations and remarks in the local paper and reports that one strike breaker had been 
accosted in local church. The allegations were all denied by the strikers. 
 
On the morning of December 20th, according to Mr. Gibben’s testimony, he was helping 
Alston remove some empty bottles at the Cecil Hotel when they met Smith going out the 
door. 
 
He asked Mr. Smith if he was working at the shops and when the answer was “yes” he 
asked if he was aware that he was “scabbing”. At that point Smith pulled out a gun and 
Gibben tried to take it away from him, assisted by a Mr. Leary.  
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The Cecil House, near the centre of this photo was the site of the altercation that ended in 

the death of Arthur Alsford.  
Mr. Smith claimed that he was attacked and had used his weapon to defend himself. 
 
Mr. Gribben insisted under oath that they had not attacked Mr. Smith before he had 
produced a gun, and that they were trying to merely get the gun away from him when 
shots were fired and Mr. Alston was mortally wounded. 
 
The bartender, Mr. Harry Ving, recalled that Mr. Smith had entered the bar, bought two 
bottles of liquor and that he later heard someone say something like “He’s got a gun” or, 
“Get that gun.” before shots were fired. Mr. Ving admitted to being a former employee of 
the GTP and being in sympathy with the strikers. 
 
Cross examination brought out the fact that Gibben was something of a rover, and that he 
had at sometimes worked under an assumed name.  The accusation was that he was an 
“agitator”. 
 
He did admit to knowing ahead of time that Smith was a strike breaker and to wanting to 
confront him after noticing him in the bar. He admitted to telling Mr. Leary to get a stick 
or something to hit Smith with and to wrestling him to the ground and kicking him, but 
insisted that all this happened after the gun was produced. 
 
His attitude to strikebreakers was summed up by this answer to a Defense Counsel 
question about his attitude towards strike breakers. 
 
“If a man comes and takes bread and butter out of your mouth you can’t feel very 
friendly towards him, can you.” 
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Mr. Gibben also admitted that he had been part of a group that did harass some 
strikebreakers but denied that Alston was any harder on strikebreakers than anyone else, 
just sympathetic to the strikers.  
 
Dr. Schwann, who had been called to the scene, recalled that when he arrived the prisoner 
was being held down and that he observed severe bruises on his head. 
 
Mr. Gibben’s testimony was somewhat corroborated by a bystander Tim Slattery who 
reported that when he came on the scene Smith was being held down by Gibben and 
Leary while Alston lay helpless and wounded.  Slattery was also a Union member. 
 
Other witnesses such as Police Constable Conrad Matthews, testified that Smith was well 
acquainted with revolvers such as the Smith and Wesson 32 caliber pistol he had, and that 
he wouldn’t have fired it accidentally. He also testified in those early minutes after he 
arrived on the scene, that someone shout out, “Lynch him”, and that Smith would have 
been in danger had he not been there to protect him. 
 
The Constable mentioned an incident two weeks prior to the shooting when he had 
removed Smith from a bunch of strikers but that there had been no threats at that time. 
 
George Sommerville, the Hotel owner testified that he didn’t welcome strikebreakers in 
his hotel but when they did appear he saw that they were protected. He was accused by 
the defense of uttering threats toward Smith on an earlier occasion.  
 
There was testimony that despite this serious incident the strike had been relatively 
peaceful. 
 

  
From the Brandon Sun, March 22, 1912  

In his summation to the jury Prosecutor, Matheson reminded them that although Gibben 
had no right to accost Smith and question him, if Smith pulled a gun we must assume he 
was responsible for Alston’s death. 
 
Despite provocation, went his argument; Smith had no right to shoot. He said, “It is 
permissible in Texas, Colorado or Virginia, but not in Manitoba.” 
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In the end, Smith won acquittal with the jury unable to concluded that he had intended to 
commit murder, but the locals, especially union members were not convinced. When he 
and re-visited old haunts one newspaper offered that opinion that that showed "very bad 
taste”.  “Many strikers think only the 'black cap' would have done justice."  Smith laid 
charges against Gribben and three other men in connection with the hotel incident. That 
case was dismissed 
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The Rivers Railway Facilities 

   
Rivers Railway Facilities – A Pictorial Tour 
 
Image 1: This aerial view above of the Rivers Yards shows the main features, as they 
appeared around 1945. 
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Image 2: The C.N.R. Station, which replaced the Great Northern Station after the fire of 
1917. 

 

  
 

Image 3: The Alexandra Hotel – conveniently located across from the station. 
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Image 4:  The Coal Dock – a mechanized re-fueling station. South of the station. 
 

  
 

Image 5: Water Towers – Water was pumped from a dam on the Little Saskatchewan, 
nearly a kilometre to the south. 

 

 Image 6: The Roundhouse, built in 1908 and re-built in 1918. The standard service centre 
found at divisional points on major rail lines. With a turnable for turning the steam 
engines around after service. 
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Image 7: This map shows the larger area. 

 

  
 

Image 8: The Rivers Grand Trunk Pacific Station, 1908 – 1917 
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Image 9: The Rivers Trestle Bridge, first used in 1908, shown here about 1910. 
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Image 10: Grant’s Cut – an excavation that allows for a gentle decline to the trestle 
bridge. 

 

  
Image 11: Bell’s Crossing – important road crossing before the modern highways were 
built. 

 

  
Image 12: Modern bridge alongside the former site of Bell’s Crossing, showing the rail 
line curving in to Grant’s Cut. 
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Image 13: The Pumphouse on the Little Saskatchewan River – Steam Engines needed a 
good supply of water. 

 

  
Image 14: Former site of CPR. Dam, now washing away. 

 

  
Image 15: Older photo of the Dam and Picnic Spot known as “The Tents”, taken about 

1950. 
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Image 16: Another photo of the dam, taken in about 2003. The Former C.P.R. Branch 
line which connected Brandon (by way of Chater and Forrest) with Lenore is shown in 
the top half of this photo. It was the first railway to serve the region. The Cossar Crossing 
is quite visible at the top right. The pump house is at centre left. 
 

  
Image 17: Cossar Crossing – A bridge and siding on the C.P.R. Lenore Branch 
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Grand Trunk Pacific Railway  Dam & Pump House 
 

  
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Dam & Pump House 

 The decision by the Grand Trunk Pacific to create the Town of Rivers as a divisional point on its new trans-continental line necessitated a number of building and engineering projects. Extensive yards and a roundhouse would be required. There would be a need for a variety of facilities and services related to the maintenance of steam locomotives.  A good supply of water was essential, and the Little Saskatchewan River, while providing challenges for construction, was indispensable for the operations of the Grand Trunk Railway in Rivers.  Like all small prairie rivers, the Little Saskatchewan is very seasonal, and slows to a trickle during dry summers. By 1910, a dam was constructed to back up a dependable supply of water and a pump house built to send the water uphill to the water tower located near the roundhouse.  
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   Aerial Views: The dam was quite near the rival C.P. line at Cossar Crossing.  Much of the dam has been washed away in recent years, but parts of the structure remain visible.  
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The Pump House  

  

  Operations were conducted by a pumpman, with John Borroff serving until his retirement in 1947. It could be a dangerous job. In 1917 shop-worker Olive Archer had suffered head and facial injuries when a valve blew out, and Robert McGregor was killed when caught up in the pumphouse engine.   
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  The remains of this structure are upstream from the dam, alongside the former pump house. It would likely have been the site of the intake.  

 

 The dam, and the small lake it created, soon became a popular spot for swimming, picnicking and fishing. And like all dams it could be dangerous. In 1914 Billy McKinnon and the light craft from which he had been fishing, were swept over the dam and he was drowned. 
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Notable People In the Grand Trunk Pacific Story 
 

    
Notable People  
Britton, R.D.  Became roundhouse foreman in 1918  Buggey, W.  The first GTP Agent in Rivers, 1908  Chamberlain, Edson  A former general manager of the Canadian Atlantic, succeeds F.W. Morse as general manager of the Grand Trunk Pacific in 1909.  Duke of Connaught  The youngest son of Queen Victoria was on the initial initial Royal train to pass over Grand Trunk Pacific lines.  
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Edmonton Eskimos  The Grey Cup Special stopped in Rivers both going to and coming from their victory in 1954. Locals gained souvenirs including a piece of a goal post presented to the mayor, Mr. Stratford. Locals stil remember the chocolate bars with Edmonton Eskimo wrappers being handed out.  

  Files, W  The engineer who died when his freight train ran into a gap which – prior to a cyclone had been the 115 foot high Minewaska bridge near Uno.  Frost, I.O  The first local G.T.P. carpenter foreman, left for Edmonton to supervise work there in 1910.   Haney, Horace  In charge of trestle bridge construction, including the Rivers Trestle Bridge.  
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  Hays, Charles Melville:   

  Vice President of the Grand Trunk Pacific.  Charles Melville Hays was a native of Rock Island, Illinois but lived in Canada for many years. He became general manager of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway in 1896 and convinced the Canadian Prime Minister of the need for a second transcontinental railroad. Charles M. Hays died while returning from a visit to England to Canada where he was scheduled to attend the 26 April 1912, grand opening of the Château Laurier 
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hotel in Ottawa, Ontario. Hays had chosen to return from England on the maiden voyage of the ocean liner RMS Titanic, which struck an iceberg south of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland the night of April 14th and sank.  Hedburg, A.E.  Arrived in 1923 as Canadian National Railways agent,  
Keaton, Buster   
The crew and star of The Railroader, a short film starring Buster Keaton, spent several 
days filming at the trestle bridge.  Mr. and Mrs. Keaton hosted the Mayor and Chamber 
of Commerce at a special dinner and Mr. Keaton made an appearance at the Rex Theatre 
where on of his early films, “When Comedy Was King” was showing. 
 Kelley, Howard G.   Succeeded Edson G. Chamberlain as President of the Grand Trunk Pacific in 1917.  King George VI   For the first time in history a reigning monarch was to visit Canada. In Rivers, a royal visit committee was set up to request that the train bearing Their Majesties would stop here. The petition was granted, but the visit was somewhat of a disappointment to the fifteen thousand people who gathered as the King made only the briefest of early-morning appearances to wave from the receding coach platform.  

  
George VI and Queen Elizabeth greet Canadians from the back of the Royal Train, in Hope, British Columbia, 1939.   
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Leslie, W.J. 
 Railway postal clerk who brought the first Grand Trunk Pacific-conveyed bag of mail 
into Rivers, passed away. 
MacKinnon, D.E.    Began his career with the G.T.P. at Rivers were he stayed until 1913 before moving on and eventually becoming Superintendent of Motive Power with C.N. based in   Transcona. (Winnipeg Evening Tribune, Jan. 31, 1942)  McGregor, Robert  A shopworker who was killed when caught up in the pumphouse engine, in 1917.  Prince of Wales  In 1923, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, the future King of England, disembarked from the train and walked the ties for the last mile as it approached Rivers.  McIntyre, Robert  The Rivers man slipped beneath wheels of moving train and lost both legs 1912.  Morse, F.T.   GTP Vice-President during the early years.  Page, Mrs. Robert    The first operator of the station restaurant in 1909.  Pason, F.C.   Took over as railway locomotive foreman in 1937.  Renton, William   In December, representatives of the G.T.P. strikers, including William Renton from Rivers, met with the Minister of Labour in Ottawa about the strike, which had now lasted 14 months.  
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   Rivers-Wilson, Sir Charles  President of the Grand Trunk Pacific who oversaw the creation of the Trans-Continental line. The Town of Rivers is named after him.  

  Source: Wikipedia 
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 Sifton, Sir Clifford   Manitoba MP in the Laurier Liberal gov't at the time of the GTP construction.   Sproule, J.P.   Replaced Percy Neville, 14 – year veteran, as railway locomotive foreman.  White, Samuel  The Twenty-two year old had one leg severed by a locomotive and later died. The first noted casualty in the region.  The throttle had been defective according to a coroner's inquest. The railway company was found guilty of gross negligence.      
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Working on the Railroad  
(Job Descriptions)  

  
 Working on the Railroad (Job Descriptions) 
 
Passenger Train Personnel  
Station Master/Depot Agent: Oversees operations connected with railroad building 
adjacent to tracks, where passengers and freight may be located. 
  
Ticket Clerk: Stationed at the ticket window, this person provides tickets and tour 
information to passengers. 
Baggage Clerk:  Responsible for tagging baggage, loading, unloading and routing 
baggage en route between destinations. 
   
Postal Clerk: 
 
Survey and Construction Personnel  
Civil Engineer:  An engineer whose training or occupation is in the designing and 
construction of public or private works, such as railroads. 
 
Surveyor : One who applies geometry and trigonometry to determine the area of any 
portion of the earth's surface, the lengths and directions of the bounding lines, and the 
contour of the surface, and accurately delineates the whole on paper. 
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Track Layer: One who lays the rails in place on the rail bed. 
   
Grader:  Grades and shapes the continuous, level, raised bed on which tracks and ties 
are laid. 
   
Teamster : One who drives a team of horses, mules or other draft animals. Precursor to 
the Teamster's Union. 
 
Train Crew  
Engineer: Responsible for operating the locomotive. 
 
Conductor: In charge of train in its entirety, and of the train crew at large. 
 
Brakeman:  Inspects the train, assists the conductor, operates the brakes and assists in 
switching. 
 
Fireman, Steam locomotive:  Crew who feeds the firebox with fuel. On diesel 
locomotives, the firemen would monitor controls and assist the engineer. 
 
 
Yard or Field Operations 
 Switchman:  Attends the switch in a railroad yard, switching trains from one track to 
another. 
Signal Maintainer:  Maintains signals, including those of hot box detectors, dragging 
equipment detectors, railroading crossings, CTC and formerly telegraph lines. 
   
Section Foreman: Individual in authority over group of workers. 
Section Crew: Group of workers responsible for assisting in yard operations. 
 
ROADMASTERS  
1. Roadmasters report to, and receive their instructions from, the Division Engineer in 
respect to all engineering matters, standards employed, methods and manner of doing and 
prosecuting upkeep, repairs and renewals, and shall report to the Superintendent on all 
other matters. 
 
2. They charge of the track, roadbed and right-of-way, and are responsible for keeping 
everything pertaining to the roadway on their territories in safe and proper repair. 
 
 
SECTION FOREMEN  
1. Section Foremen receive their instructions from, and report to, the Roadmaster. 
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2. They have charge of the maintenance of track on their sections, and are responsible for 
its safety. 
 
3. They shall carry a reliable watch, and when practicable, compare time each day with 
the clock at the nearest telegraph office, or with the Conductor of a train or Foreman of 
adjoining section. 
 
4. They shall know the time of all regular trains at all points on their sections. 
 
They, with their men, shall watch passing trains for dragging brake beams or rods, broken 
arch bars, couplers partially pulled and other easily visible defects on cars or coaches  
 
TRACK WALKING AND INSPECTION  
1. Men going out to watch track in storms or in ordinary track walking, shall have with 
them the prescribed signals with which to stop trains. (See Flagging Rules 64 to 81 
inclusive). They shall have with them a copy of the current timetable, and must 
understand its use and know the times of all regular trains at any point at which they may 
be working. During, and for sufficient time after heavy rainstorms, all waterways shall be 
carefully watched and all obstructions removed therefrom. 
    
 


